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In a cramped Bangkok room filled with stat-
ues of deities and plumes of incense
smoke, a master is at work. With expert

precision Ajarn Neng repeatedly plunges a
razor sharp needle 

dipped in black ink into the back of a disci-
ple, each stab producing a perfectly placed
pixel that forms a traditional Thai tattoo. It is
an ancient art carried out by ajarns (masters),
steeped in superstition that Thais have prized
for centuries. But increasingly it is foreigners
beating a path to this Buddhist tattooist’s
door.

“I’ve been dreaming of getting a tattoo like
this for years,” says Silvia Falbo, from Rome,
proudly showing five lines of Khmer script
Neng recently inked onto her shoulder blade.
“I’m attracted to Buddhism and all the spiritu-
ality that goes with it. And the design is really
beautiful and original,” she adds. Ever since
American GIs passed through Bangkok for
their R&R during the Vietnam War foreigners
have returned home sporting traditional Thai
tattoos-known as “sak yant”.

But it was when Hollywood actress
Angelina Jolie unveiled a Khmer inscription-
traditionally used in the region for Buddhist
scripture-on her left shoulder that sak yant hit
the mainstream.  Now the faces patiently wait-
ing for their turn in front of Neng are just as
likely to be from outside Thailand than inside.

‘Lacks respect’ 
But foreign enthusiasm for exotic Thai ink

is not without its controversies. While tattoos
in the west are largely an aesthetic decision,
in Thailand they are imbued with both spiritu-
ality and superstition. Those who wear sak
yant often believe their tattoos genuinely
lend them magical powers, bringing good
luck or protection from evil spirits. Some are
even convinced that their inking will make
them bullet proof. The designs-lines of script,
geometric patterns and animal shapes-are
also deeply interwoven with Buddhist and
animist imagery that some Thais fear western-
ers fail to appreciate. Tattoos showing reli-
gious deities such as the Buddha or the Hindu
god Ganesh-also popular in Thailand-are par-
ticularly problematic, especially if they are
below the waist. 

In Thai culture, the head is the most sacred
part of the body. The further down the body,
the less sacred, and foreigners with religious
figures inked on their legs have caused upset.
On the main highway into Bangkok from the
city’s Suvarnabhumi Airport, huge 50-foot
(15-metre) wide billboards declare “It’s wrong
to use Buddha as a decoration or tattoo”.
Some groups want a complete ban on any
tattoos of religious figures. 

“The Buddha was a person who was clean
from inside to outside. His mind was free from
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